CASE STUDY

INTERSPORT
IF YOU KICK DIFFERENTLY, YOU SHOP DIFFERENTLY
The ambitious team at Intersport Germany took on the challenge of optimizing their marketing through focusing on target
groups. The goal: targeted, customized campaigns for special
customer segments, with an optimized touchpoint mix for each
segment, and naturally also the right products.

«Making the right selection
from this sea of products,
then communicating it to
the right customers, and finally selling to them, makes
up the major challenge that
INTERSPORT has to confront
just about every day.»
Dr. Vanessa Rühl,
Marketing/ Marketing Research INTERSPORT Germany

Football is the number one team sport in Germany. The target group “footballers” is further divided, however, into individuals with very different needs. This
has been recognized by football boot manufacturers, for example, who offer
the same football boot model for different terrains, with different boot heights
and performance levels.
Sound understanding of the customer is a prerequisite for market success.
For retailers like INTERSPORT, this poses the challenge of serving different
types of sportspeople with exactly the right products. So there must always
be a special focus on linking communication and product. Which products
should be presented via which touchpoints so that they reach exactly the target group that actually buys these products? Will tried and tested advertising
media like printed catalogues, for example, continue to be successful in the
future in appealing to lifestyle-oriented football enthusiasts?
Modern customer segmentation with empirically validated segments is not
only essential for successful market development, it’s also the solution to qu-

estions concerning customer journeys and touchpoints.
Because there is no one customer journey that applies
to all consumers. Unlike abstract sociodemographic social groupings or fictitious personas, INTERSPORT‘s target
groups are based on data about real, active footballers.
Accelerom‘s data-based approach makes it possible to
link attitude-based segmentation with the customer journey data of precisely these target groups. This makes it
very clear that those who tick and kick differently, buy differently.
INTERSPORT‘s “footballer” target groups cover different
age groups, which vary in terms of their motivations
and football’s importance to them. The football market
in Germany isn’t just made up of young semi-professionals, which is what you mainly see in advertising. Older
footballers also account for a considerable proportion
of purchasing power. What the different types of kickers
spend their money on also varies. For some target groups
visual appearance is most important, for others it’s comfort or functionality.
When it comes to the customer journey, we find the following: some key touchpoints are used by all customer types equally. At the same time, however, there are touchpoints that are central for one target group, but almost
meaningless for the other target groups. This is why it’s
vital to manage the linkage of target groups, touchpoints

and content along the customer journey both online and
offline.
At INTERSPORT Germany, their „customers“ are now
more tangible. The illustrated profiles used to present
the target groups help everyone in the company involved,
from purchasing to marketing, to quickly form a uniform
picture of the different customer types in the football
category. This makes holistic marketing possible, which
also takes the product dimension into account. The findings on touchpoint usage make it easier to select the
right touchpoints for the individual target groups from
the huge range of possible touchpoints. It’s not only
paid media touchpoints that play a role in communication. Owned and earned touchpoints are often key. This
results in completely new cross-media campaigns - each
tailored to a specific target group. By the way, don’t write
off everything from the past: even the good old printed
catalogue containing the entire product range is still useful for some customer types - though as a panacea it’s
clearly obsolete.

«Whether stationary trade or multi-/cross-/omni-channel: after making the right customer
segmentation, the first thing we want to do is understand in exact detail the customer journeys of our different target groups. This profound customer knowledge helps us to strengthen customer orientation throughout the entire company.»
Franz Penka,
Marketing Director IIC INTERSPORT International

Accelerom AG
Accelerom is an international consultancy and research
firm that helps companies achieve greater success for
their B2C and B2B omnichannel marketing. We support
our clients all the way from analysis, to decision-making,
to bringing strategies and campaigns to life. Our solutions
are consistently comprehensive, continuously measurable, and uniformly focused on impact and efficiency.

Proven in practice: Our methods and tools for marketing
success have proved themselves for over ten years in more
than 50 countries.
Recognized for innovation: Accelerom’s unique, algorithm-based analysis modules have been developed with
scientific partners through research initiatives of the Federal
Commission for Technology and Innovation.
Scientifically validated: Our 360°TOUCHPOINT® methodology has been scientifically validated by the IPMZ (Institute of
Mass Communication and Media Research) at the University
of Zurich.
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